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Chil-kid, happy kid
> A formula that’s no
secret, fortified with
nutrients and ‘oishi’

XFROM PAGE 15

A

HAPPY child is a healthy
child and vice-versa, hence the
importance of good nutrition
which can be found in
Morinaga Chil-kid.
While the new Morinaga Chil-kid
is “less sweet and more oishi”, the
improved formula offers “a mild vanilla
taste and reduced sweetness”, but it
is still oishi which means tasty. These
come in tins of 900g or re-fill packs of
700g.
Morinaga Chil-kid is filled with
nutrients that support a child’s optimum
growth and development. It also help
build his/her natural body resistance.
The formula is suitable for growing
children between the ages of one and
seven.
Fortified with Vitamins D, B6, E and
C, and containing essential nutrients
such as GOS, AA, DHA omega-3, five
balanced Nucleotides, folic acid, taurine,
calcium, iron, zinc and selenium – the
product from Netherlands is produced
in a state-of-the-art plant using modern
Japanese technology.
The formula goes through stringent
double-safety processes and is halalcertified.
From Nov 30 until Dec 2, mummies
and daddies in Penang are encouraged
to visit”Today’s Baby Expo” at the Spice
Arena. Don’t miss the opportunity
to discover all about health-giving

Members of the
‘board’

Morinaga Milk products.
Take advantage of Morinaga Milk
Malaysia’s special offer – Morinaga Chilkid 700g pack at RM20 (RCP RM52),
applicable for first-time users only. To
obtain this trial pack, leave your details
at www.oz-marketing.com/tpv

Keep updated on the product and
promotions by following the brand on
Facebook @MorinagaChilkidMalaysia
/ KeluargaMorinagaMalaysia or visit
the Morinaga official online store at
www.mori2u.com

longboarders and how the sport has developed
that competitions are held, there is lack of proper
infrastructure to accommodate the activity. Naqib
pointed out instances when the group were
“kicked out” of skating spots and told to “travel”
elsewhere to skate despite the location being
unquestionably far.
Due to the stigma around skateboarding,
longboarders are often stopped by the authorities
during their activity. “Do you know that the police
are a lot more open than DBKL? They see us and
tell us to be careful,” said Lim.
“The place with most issues is the Lake
Gardens. It’s a shame because we really like the
area. There are so many disciplines that can be
covered there. They say we ‘kacau orang’ but we
see people smiling and wanting to take pictures.
In a way, we’re promoting tourism,” Omar
quipped, before Naqib recalled an incident and
related the story.
“During a beginner session, a DBKL officer
told us we were not allowed to skate there, so we
moved to a dead-end street. This guy still gets
pissed-off at us and goes on to say we can’t do this
and that. We resorted to telling him there were no
proper rules and signage. And you know what he
does? He goes back to his office, prints out a list
of rules, and adds two more – ‘No skateboarding’
and ‘mesti dengar cakap pegawai DBKL’ ... even
the font was different.” (At the time this article
was written, there was no response from DBKL
when the matter was brought up.)
As activities such as longboarding flourish
and develop and with its growing fan base,
consideration from authorities would be more
than welcome. Look out for beginner sessions by
Cherry Bomb Board Co on Facebook.

Pick and mix – options galore
IT’S year-end, the season for celebrations,
revelry and holidays. For those
entertaining at home, best get your
appliances and utensils out and start
planning your party of all parties.
From guest-lists to decor, seating
arrangements and activities – the menu
has always been one that requires extra
thought, not to mention time.
With that, KHIND has a range of
“mixers” to offer local consumers – from
low capacity-low power to high capacityhigh power models that cater to various
needs.
Among them is the newly-launched
range, the KHIND Stand Mixer SM 500P,
Stand Mixer SM 350P and Stand Mixer
SM 280p, along with two basic models,
the Stand Mixer SM 220 and Stand Mixer
HM 200.
The top-of-the-range offers an elegant
looking, red-coloured appliance – the
KHIND Stand Mixer SM 500P.
It comes with a 5-litre big mixing bowl
that allows up to 1.3kg of flour and 18
eggs to be mixed using any of the 1200Wpowered five-speed settings.
The mixer comes with a detachable
SUS304 stainless steel mixing bowl, an
egg beater, and mixing and kneading
hooks to serve most baking needs.
Designed for hassle-free use is the
SM 500P, with multi-safety protection
that includes a resettable thermal fuse
for overheat protection, a transparent
splash cover and non-slip rubber foot that

prevents movement during operation.
Alternatively, the KHIND Stand Mixer
SM 350P is perfect for small families.
Fitted with similar safety protection
features, plus accessories as the SM 500P,
this mixer that runs on 600W via a unique
DC motor and POM gear mechanism
offers power at less noise.
Easy operation and cleaning are added
plus points.
Even more compact than its larger
sibling is the KHIND Stand Mixer SM 280
– a compact, mint coloured 2.8 litre stand
mixer.
The left-right shaking detachable
mixer head with a self-rotating mixing
bowl and scraper plate makes mixing a
whole lot easier.
On the basic end of the spectrum, the
KHIND Stand Mixer SM 220 and KHIND
Hand Mixer HM 200 is still powerful
–160W with five variable speeds and
automatic resettable thermal fuse.
Both models additionally include a
pair of beaters and dough hooks.
The primary difference is that the SM
220 can be used as a hand mixer as well.
All models come with a 1-year
warranty and can be purchased online at
www.khindonline.com
For more information, call KL/Selangor
(03-7839 2001), Penang (04-537 2803),
Perak (05-541 7520), Melaka (06-281
5717), Johor (07-355 8991), Pahang (09-

